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In these days you may feed ‘human grade’ pet foods 

to your lovely dogs and cats.

Then why not to use pet strollers as same quality as 

human baby strollers?

Piccolocane has brought this thoughts to pet industry.

Our engineer team think safety is the first priority.

To approach this goal we use same frame, same 

fabric, and same finishing methods as they are applied 

to human baby strollers.

The most advanced Spring Suspension even enables 

you to drive Piccolocane with easier control and very 

comfortable on the road.

Why  
Pet Stroller?

"Pet safety is the first priority"

 CREA Design Team
(Germany)

"We design it based on both dog behavior and human 

convenience" 

 CEO, Mr. Moon
(Korea)

"Human baby stroller and pet stroller should have equal quality"

 Chairman, Mr. OUE
(Japan)



CREA 
Wagon

A Gigantic MonsterCREA Wagon 

Super hardened aluminum frame

The low-centered solid frame designed by high technique and know-how 

can minimize shaking problems mostly occurred in wagon style stroller.

Also the super hardened aluminum frame gives lighter weight with no 

risk of corrosion, which finally makes Piccolocane very durable for long 

period of time.

Rear folding and hidden 

ramp system help big dogs 

to walk on board

Crea Wagon has a special secret 

system called rear folding and hidden 

ramp. They are equipped under the 

rear part of carrier to help heavy 

weight big dogs to walk on board 

easily.

 Specification 

Size Unfolding

Outside 

66x114x116 cm 

Inside  

42x88x27 cm

Folding

With Wheel  

66x96x38 cm

Without Wheel  

66x96x26 cm

Maximum Loading 
Capacity

100 kg

Stroller Weight 

15.25 kg

Colors

Navy

Moss Green

Accessories  

1. Wind Cover

2. Rain Cover

3. Cup Holder 

 Organizer

Easy controlled and comfortable while driving 

Big wheels with PU(poly urethane) makes easier controlled and more 

comfortable while your driving experience.

PU wheels are applied to the most of high-end human baby strollers because 

they are more durable with cushion but no regular maintenance necessary.

In the other hand air-tire wheels needs regular air pump maintenance.



One action and one sec folding 

It is very easy to fold and to unfold the stroller by 

one touch action.
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Contamination and water proof 

coating fabric

All Piccolocane use specialized coating 

fabrics which give more vivid color.  

It will also help to prevent dust and stain 

contamination.

Folding canopy system 

Built-in folding canopy system makes dogs avoid sun lights and ultraviolet.

It is not necessary to attach or detach while folding.

Rear wheel brake system

You can lock on or off rear wheel brake system by easy 

one foot stepping.

Mesh window for eye contact 

You can see your dogs and cats through mesh window.

Wheel detachment or attachment by one 

touch action

Leather handle cover

Synthetic leather handle cover gives you cozy 

grips and luxury feeling.

Adjustable handle height by one touch 

push button

Handle can be adjustable to fit user’s height by 

one touch push button.
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 Extraordinary Experience 

TANTO2

Super hardened aluminum frame

The low-centered solid frame designed by high technique and know-how can 

minimize shaking problems. Also the super hardened aluminum frame gives lighter 

weight with no risk of corrosion, which finally makes Piccolocane very durable for 

long period of time.

Easy controlled and comfortable while driving   

Big wheels with PU(poly urethane) makes easier controlled and 

more comfortable while your driving experience.

PU wheels are applied to the most of high-end human baby 

strollers because they are more durable with cushion but no 

regular maintenance necessary. In the other hand air-tire 

wheels needs regular air pump maintenance.air-tire wheels 

needs regular maintenance.

Why smooth in driving?  

Spring suspension system

Dogs may feel uncomfortable or motion sickness when 

they are driving in unpaved or in irregular road. Piccolocane 

has equipped a spring suspension system on both side of 

frame which minimize these shaking and vibration problems 

caused by worse condition of the road. 

TANTO2

 Specification 

Size Unfolding

Outside 

96x58x107 cm 

Carry Cot  

75x43x65 cm

Folding

76x58x33 cm

Maximum Loading 
Capacity 

40 kg

Stroller Weight

12.8 kg

Colors  

Wine

Black

Moss Green

Almond Beige

Including Cup holder organizer / Rain cover

Easy attachment or detachment of Carry Cot 

By one push button you can attach or detach the carry cot from the stroller frame. 

Carry cot can be used for car safety seat for your pets.



One action and one sec folding 

It is very easy to fold and to unfold the 

stroller by one touch action.

Contamination and water proof coating fabric

All Piccolocane use specialized coating fabrics which 

give more vivid color.  

It will also help to prevent dust and stain 

contamination.

Rear wheel brake system

You can lock on or off rear wheel brake system 

by easy one foot stepping.

Wheel detachment or attachment by one touch action

Folding canopy system 

Built-in folding canopy system makes dogs avoid sun lights and ultraviolet.

It is not necessary to attach or detach while folding.

Leather handle cover

Synthetic leather handle cover gives you 

cozy grips and luxury feeling.

Mesh window for eye contact 

You can see your dogs and cats through mesh 

window.

Adjustable handle height by one touch 

push button

Handle can be adjustable to fit user’s height by 

one touch push button.
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CARINO2

Super hardened aluminum frame

The low-centered solid frame designed by high technique and 

know-how can minimize shaking problems. Also the super 

hardened aluminum frame gives lighter weight with no risk of 

corrosion, which finally makes Piccolocane very durable 

for long period of time.

Easy controlled and comfortable while driving 

Big wheels with PU(poly urethane) makes easier controlled  

and more comfortable while your driving experience.

PU wheels are applied to the most of high-end human baby 

strollers because they are more durable with cushion but no 

regular maintenance necessary. In the other hand air-tire 

wheels needs regular air pump maintenance.

Why smooth in driving?  

Spring suspension system

Dogs may feel uncomfortable or motion sickness when 

they are driving in unpaved or in irregular road. Piccolocane 

has equipped a spring suspension system on both side of 

frame which minimize these shaking and vibration problems 

caused by worse condition of the road. 

CARINO2
 Practical Utility

 Specification 

Size Unfolding

Outside 

87×58.5×92 cm 

Carry Cot 

63×42×56 cm

Folding

77×58.5×23.5 cm

Maximum Loading 
Capacity 

20 kg

Stroller Weight 

8.2 kg

Colors

Black

Brown

Melange Grey

Including Cup holder organizer

Easy attachment or detachment of Carry Cot 

By one push button you can attach or detach the carry 

cot from the stroller frame. Carry cot can be used for car 

safety seat for your pets.



CARINO2

Leather handle cover

Synthetic leather handle cover gives you cozy 

grips and luxury feeling.

Mesh window for eye contact 

You can see your dogs and cats through mesh 

window.

Adjustable handle height by one touch 

push button

Handle can be adjustable to fit user’s height by 

one touch push button.

Wheel detachment or 

attachment by one touch 

action

Contamination and water proof 

coating fabric

All Piccolocane use specialized coating 

fabrics which give more vivid color.  

It will also help to prevent dust and stain 

contamination.

Folding canopy system 

Built-in folding canopy system 

makes dogs avoid sun lights and 

ultraviolet.

It is not necessary to attach or 

detach while folding.

Rear wheel brake system

You can lock on or off rear wheel brake system by easy 

one foot stepping.

One action and one sec folding 

It is very easy to fold and to unfold the stroller by one touch action.
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Contact  

Piccolocane International 

www.piccolocane.co.kr info@piccolocane.co.kr

@piccolo_kr


